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Disclaimer
This Whitepaper is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any tokens. You 
make all decisions about buying RBTc tokens and investing in the RabBitcoin project at your 
own risk. You can also consult with a professional financier before buying the RBTc token.

RabBitcoin is publishing this Whitepaper solely to inform the community about the project 
and to receive feedback and comments from the RBTc community. In this Whitepaper, nothing 
should be taken or considered as a guarantee or promise of how the RabBitcoin project or the 
RBTc token will develop, benefit or value the tokens. This Whitepaper sets out the 
specification of the project, along with current plans, which are subject to change at our 
discretion. The success of the outlined goals will depend on many factors outside the control 
of RabBitcoin, including market and cryptocurrency industry factors, as well as laws and 
orders from local authorities that make it impossible for the RabBitcoin project to exist. Any 
forward-looking statements described in this Whitepaper are based solely on analysis 
conducted by RabBitcoin.



RabBitcoin reserves the right to make changes to the Whitepaper. The final version of this 
Whitepaper is published on the official website https://rabbitco.in and may differ significantly 
from the original version.



The RabBitcoin name suggests that it is associated with the symbol of 2023, the year of the 
black rabbit in the Chinese calendar. RabBitcoin is written this way because it is not a random 
project.



RabBitcoin is a project that aims to create a real hub for the community of blockchain 
enthusiasts, cryptocurrency holders, gamers, and meme lovers. This project is decentralized, 
which means that each member of the community can not only feel like a project manager but 
also become its full member, forming a friendly RabBitcoin family. We can confidently call 
ourselves the most democratic crypto community. It is our uniqueness. Each community 
member is a full member of the RabBitcoin community and a potential "president." If the 
members of the community vote for you, you can become its president. But the president of 
our community is its face, not its manager. All decisions within the community are made only 
by voting.



The RabBitcoin community has its own native RBTc token. People can earn RBTc by playing 
RabBitcoin’s game, exchanging RBTc for other cryptocurrencies, and staking. The community 
will distribute tokens in exchange for easy and catching tasks. 

Introduction
Project name: 

Official launch:

Blockchain type: 

Token Ticker: 

Total Supply: 

RabBitcoin


 12/18/2022


public, decentralized, BNB Smart Chain BEP20


RBTc (BEP-20)


10,000,000,000 RBTc




Purpose & utility 

of the project
Our mission is to provide users with a flexible, fast, and secure platform with 
an efficient system based on the latest developments. We want to provide 
users with simple, safe, and high-tech ways to use cryptocurrency.

RabBitcoin has a huge opportunity to make a name for itself. It is facilitated 
by our creative team, a vast community, robust tokenomics, and more. In 
addition to these factors, another essential advantage of RabBitcoin is the 
growing market for Play-to-Earn (P2E) games.



If you look at the statistics, you will find that according to Compound Annual 
forecasts, the global P2E game market will grow to 3618.4 million by the end 
of 2028.



We are here to create an ecosystem of exciting RabBitcoin gaming 
impressions, powered by community and player economies. It will not be just 
a community and a colorful game but also a second world that benefits from 
cryptocurrencies and digital assets. And this will be the direction in which 
we will move forward together.



We can say that RabBitcoin is a digital place where people from all over the 
world come together to play, earn money and keep in touch with friends.



Welcome to RabBitcoin!




Tokenomics
Token name: 

Token Ticker: 

Total amount: 

Presale: 

Initial cost: 

Airdrop: 

Staking: 

Staking LP BNB/RBTc: 

Token Burn: 

RabBitcoin


RBTc (BEP-20)


10,000,000,000 RBTc


10% - 1,000,000,000 RBTc


1BNB/171000RBTc (1RBTc = $0.0015)


150,000,000 RBTc


100,000,000 RBTc


100,000,000 RBTc


Pre-Sale Contract




What is RBTc?
RBTc is the native token of the RabBitcoin ecosystem, with a fixed supply of 
10 billion tokens. The RBTc token has been designed to be used in all areas 
of the ever-growing RabBitcoin community. RBTc functions as the 
community's internal currency. It is used in all products of the RabBitcoin 
ecosystem, which can be earned, burned, staked, and used to unlock 
various features and privileges.



RBTc is a BEP-20 governance token with the following uses and utilities

 Gives community members voting and management rights

 Distributed among players via airdrop, pre-sale, staking, and P2E game

 RBTc is used to pay during the game. It can also be used as a payment 
for participation in special events and quests organized from time to 
time

 Members of the RabBitcoin community can use RBTc as a voting right in 
the project when making important decisions that affect future 
development.




RabBitcoin is a completely decentralized project. It means that decision-
making is ultimately the prerogative of token holders, not a centralized 
authority.



RBTc will allow holders to propose and vote on governance proposals to 
determine future features, upgrades, and/or options for the RabBitcoin 
community. Voting will take place through a portal where token holders can 
make proposals that other RBTc holders will vote for. The portal will also act 
as an open forum for members to discuss various proposals.



The right to vote gives RBTc holders the right to vote on the operation and 
governance of the community, elect the community president or similar 
community entities, or determine the development of the community.


The RBTc token can also be staked to earn money.



RBTc can be used in the RabBitcoin community and also outside of it.

On the exchanges, the pricing of RBTc depends on the efforts of the 
RabBitcoin team and on the entire community.




A total of  will be minted. The initial distribution is 
given below:

10,000,000,000 RBTc

Pre-sale 1,000,000,000 10%

Staking RBTc 100,000,000 1%

Staking LP BNB/RBTc 100,000,000 1%

Locked tokens 7,500,000,000 75%

Developer’s wallet 500,000,000 5%

Airdrop 150,000,000 1.5%

Listing Cex 300,000,000 3%

InGame Earning 100,000,000 1%

Marketing & team 250,000,000 2.5%

Allocation Amount Percentage



Pre-sale:

Marketing and Team:

Liquidity:

Staking RBTc:

Staking LP BNB/RBTc:

Locked tokens: 

Developer's wallet:

Airdrop:

Listing CEX:

InGame earning:

 this is the distribution of tokens that will be offered for sale to 
everyone at a price below the market.



 This distribution will be used to fund marketing, 
strategic partnerships, and distribution to members of the RBTc team.



 Tokens are frozen for a while to ensure liquidity.



 Staking is the process of holding funds in a cryptocurrency 
wallet to support transactions on the blockchain.



 Liquidity Provider (LP) Tokens (sometimes called 
Liquidity Pool Tokens) are tokens automatically generated by the DEX and 
issued to the Liquidity Provider as soon as they contribute

assets to the Liquidity Pool. These tokens represent a fraction of the 
commission received by the liquidity pool.



Locking RBTc tokens on the DEX to prevent a sharp change 
in the price of the token. 



 Tokens held by the developer team's wallet.



 An airdrop is the unsolicited distribution of a cryptocurrency token 
or coin to multiple wallet addresses, usually free of charge.



 Tokens listed on exchanges for liquidity.



 Tokens that can be earned by members playing games in 
the RabBitcoin



Technical 

explanation 

of the project
The core of RabBitcoin is decentralization and blockchain. It is these 
technologies that make it possible to fully realize all of the above community 
opportunities, which, with proper management and planning, will naturally 
arise from decentralization.



We, like most fans of innovative technologies, love the essence of blockchain 
technology and the range of possibilities that it provides, including, in 
particular, decentralization. At this stage of the project development, 
decentralization is used mainly to ensure that our users can be the real 
owners of their game resources and assets, including the ability to store 
and resell them at their discretion. In the future, we will consider expanding 
the number of decentralized features in the community.



RabBitcoin needs reliable technology to ensure that all community functions 
run flawlessly. To do this, the RabBitcoin team analyzed all the popular 
blockchains in the GameFi economy. After all the research, the RabBitcoin 
team decided to build a community based on the BNB Smart Chain. Super 
fast and super cheap, any “Play-to-Earn” game can process oodles of 
transactions per day.



Since RabBitcoin will become a real hub for the community of blockchain 
enthusiasts, cryptocurrency holders, gamers, and meme connoisseurs, 
players will make many transactions. For this purpose, it was important to 
have an architecture that allows faster transactions without burning holes in 
your pockets when paying gas fees.



BNB Smart Chain is one of the fastest and cheapest blockchain networks at 
an average speed of 300 TPS. In addition, executing a transaction on top of 
the BNB Smart Chain does not cost much.




To maximize the spread of RabBitcoin, it was essential to offer players an 
environment in which they are already well versed. Therefore, developing a 
game on the BNB smart chain helped much in this initiative because this 
chain is EVM compatible and allows players to use Ethereum-based 
decentralized wallets like MetaMask, which are hugely popular with over 30 
million active users worldwide. Given the wide popularity of MetaMask, 
members of the RabBitcoin community will easily connect and interact with 
the BNB Smart Chain to send funds or complete transactions related to the 
community or the games featured in it.



Income flows
RabBitcoin will operate on a “P2E” model, in which innovative features will 
appear. RabBitcoin will generate revenue from the sale of community 
services and in-game items. In addition, fees will apply when players wish to 
level up their playable characters, participate in tournaments, and create 
new assets.



All the received fees and revenues will be gathered in the Community 
Treasury, which is under the management of the Community Treasurer. He 
will be chosen by voting.

Staking


Events


Trade


RBTc can be staked to get additional tokens as a reward.



Community members can organize various events. Event winners will receive 
rewards from the RabBitcoin team.



Earn by trading on available exchanges.




Roadmap
Join us on our journey. The roadmap shows the milestones that we will 
complete over the next 2 years.

2022

Phase 1
 Website Launc
 CMC CoinGecko Listing
 Pre-sale RBT
 Tokens Burnou
 Airdro
 RBTc token launc
 1 000 holders

2023

Phase 4
 10,000 holder
 Listing on Top CEX

2023

Phase 3
 Community Team 

Consultation

2023

Phase 2
 Christmas Donation
 Launch of the P2E Gam
 5 000 holder
 CEX Listin
 Renunciation of ownership 

by contract



Team
Our team is our biggest asset in the RabBitcoin project. Our experience in 
blockchain and entrepreneurship come together to rethink crypto 
communities. We position ourselves as an innovation-oriented company. Our 
team has more than eight experts who work full-time to develop the entire 
RabBitcoin ecosystem. Our specialists have extensive experience in various 
areas of the crypto industry, game development, classic IT business, and 
marketing.



Mark is the founder of RabBitcoin. He was able to build strong connections 
in the current technology space and brought his ideas to the development 
of Web.3. Using his experience and knowledge in the field, he collaborates 
and establishes contacts with other industry participants, seeking to create 
profitable relationships and increase project revenue streams.



Dimatrik is responsible for everything related to the RabBitcoin business. He 
is actively involved in the management of all processes and also takes part 
in the management of the marketing team, customer support team, and 
product department.



Successful entrepreneur. He has 10 years of managerial experience. He is 
passionate about innovation and also specializes in working on complex 
projects based on advanced technologies such as blockchain.



Yahel has great experience in different areas related to software 
engineering. For a long time have been focused on leading teams and 
technical analysis. His main goal is to find a proper technical solution 
suitable for specific business cases.

(CEO) Chief Executive Officer / Founder: 

(CAO) Chief Administrative Officer: 

Product and strategy advisor: 

(CTO) Chief Technical Director: 

Mark Z.


Dimatrik K.


Vinsent H.


Yahel G.




(CFO) Chief Financial Officer: 

(CCO) Chief Commercial Officer: 

Georgi K.


Matt G.


Georgi has more than 15 years of experience in financial accounting, 
specializing in fintech and fast-growing startups. He acquired many useful 
connections in addition to a natural inclination toward budgeting, 
accounting, and data analysis. He is responsible for the financial aspects of 
the project, allocation of funds, budget planning, and disbursement 
decisions.



Previously Matt worked in radio and television for 17 years in marketing and 
production. He was a journalist, editor, and screenwriter.

Seeking financial independence, and began to study financial markets and 
programming language to develop and test trading strategies. As a result, 
Matt developed an approach to reading financial charts based on the simple 
law of supply and demand.




Conclusion
RabBitcoin aims to be the industry leader in game development using 
innovative technologies such as blockchain.



RabBitcoin has a bright and promising future thanks to the team and its 
dedicated community.

Official links
Official website:

Twitter: 

Discord:

Telegram channel: 

Telegram group:

Medium: 

YouTube:

LinkedIn:

 https://rabbitco.in


https://twitter.com/RabBitCoine


 https://discord.gg/8wuBrBE2Na


https://t.me/+BemUbeSgCx85M2Q5 


 https://t.me/+ncqQsVS7z61kNGMx 


https://medium.com/@rabbitcoinmen 


 https://www.youtube.com/@RabBitcoin 


 https://www.linkedin.com/company/91716421


